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WEAK CONVERGENCE OF MEASURES AND WEAK TYPE (l,a)
OF MAXIMAL CONVOLUTION OPERATORS

FILIPPO CHIARENZA AND ALFONSO VILLANI1

ABSTRACT. Let G* be the maximal convolution operator associated with a

sequence of L1 kernels. We show that if G* is of weak type (1, q), 1 < q < 00,

over a subset )f of M (the space of all finite positive Borel measures on Hh

endowed with the weak topology), then G' is of weak type (l,q) over the

closed cone in M generated by M. As a particular case we obtain a well-known

result by de Guzman.

This paper is concerned with the question of making easier the task of finding out

about the weak type (l,o) of a maximal convolution operator. We give a general

criterion which reduces to a small set the study of the action of such an operator in

establishing its weak type (l,g), 1 < g < oo. Previous results in this direction have

been obtained by K. H. Moon [4] and mainly by M. de Guzman [3, Chapter 4] (see

also M. T. Carrillo and M. de Guzman [2]). In particular, de Guzman [3, Theorem

4.1.1] has proved that a maximal convolution operator is of weak type (1,1) if and

only if it is of weak type (1,1) over finite sums of Dirac deltas. We refer the reader

to a recent note by H. Carlsson [1] for a nice application of this kind of result.

As the title suggests, our criterion is related to the so-called "weak" topology

(for the space of all finite Borel measures on Rh). Also, it gives back, as easy

corollaries, the results by Moon and de Guzman, making clear (perhaps) their

topological background and somewhat simplifying the proofs. As a by-product

the technical lemma on which our criterion is based shows also that the sufficient

condition for the weak type (p,p), p > 1, given by Carrillo and de Guzman [2] is

satisfied only if all kernels are zero. We also show by an example that in our result

the "weak" topology cannot be replaced by the "vague" one.

To begin let us remark that the technique we follow makes it convenient to

consider the maximal convolution operators as defined on a space of Borel measures

more than, as usual, on a space of functions.

Throughout we will denote by M the space of all finite positive Borel measures

on Rh endowed with the "weak" topology, i.e. the topology for which a net {/ia}

in M converges to p. £ M (written p,a ^+ ß) if and only if

lim /     <p(x)pa(dx) = /    <p(x)n(dx)

for every bounded continuous function <p: Rh —► R. To avoid trivialities we will

not consider the zero measure as an element of At. Also, for any \i £ At, we will

set ||/j|| = fi(R.h). It is well known that At is metrizable. For this and other basic
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facts about the weak topology we refer the reader to the fundamental work by V.

S. Varadarajan [6] or to any good textbook in probability and measure theory.

We will denote by L1 the usual ¿^(R^) space with respect to the Lebesgue

measure m and by || ||i the usual norm in L1. Obviously, if / € L1, f > 0, and

H is the measure with density / with respect to m, then p £ At and \\pt\\ = ||/||i.

Given a function g £ L1 (kernel), its convolution g * p with a measure p £ At is the

element of L1 defined by

g * MM = /    g(x- y)ß(dy).
Jr>>

Let (gi)i£i be a countable collection of kernels. Then the maximal convolution

operator G*p associated with (¡7¿)¿g/ is defined, for every p. £ At, by

G*p(x) = sup \gi *p(x)\.
iei

Given a set M C At we say that G* is of weak type (l,q), 1 < q < oo, over M

provided that there exists a constant c such that

m{G*u > A} < (c\\v\\/\y

for ever A > 0 and v £ H, where {G*v > A} stands for {x £ Rh: GV(x) > A}. If

N — At we will simply say that G* is of weak type (l,q). Obviously, if G* is of

weak type (1, q) according to our definition, it is of weak type (1, q) in the standard

sense (i.e., over functions in L1). As our result will show the converse is also true.

We need one more notation. Given M C At we denote by N~ the minimal

closed cone in At containing M.  (By a cone we mean a subset C of At such that

ß £ C implies rp £ C for every r > 0.) In other words, M^is the closure in At of

{rv.v £ H, r > 0}.

We are now in a position to state our main result.

THEOREM 1. Let (g¿)¿g/ be any countable collection of kernels in L1 and let

G* denote the associated maximal convolution operator. Assume that G* is of weak

type (l,q) over M C At. Then G* is of weak type (l,q) over N~.

PROOF. For every maximal convolution operator G* we can define a mapping

(1) M-c(/x;G*),

from At to [0, oo], by putting

(2) c(v G*) = sup A¡(m{G*p > A})1/«.
A>0 llMll

We easily have that the mapping (1) satisfies

(3) c(rp;G*) = c(ß;G*)

for every p £ At and r > 0. Also it is clear that G* is of weak type (l,q) over a

set M C At if and only if sup^g^ c(u; G*) < oo. Then the theorem is an immediate

consequence of the following lemma.
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LEMMA. Let G* be the maximal convolution operator associated with a countable

collection (g¿)¿e/ of kernels in L1. Then ß —* c(ß;G*) is a lower semicontinuous

mapping from At to [0, oo].

PROOF. For every p £ At we have

c(ß;G*) = sup sup j^(m{G'jp > \})1/q
a>o j  HmII

= sup sup-¡r—TAm{G*jß > A})1/' = sup c(ß\ G}),
J a>o llMll J

where J ranges over all finite subsets of / and G} denotes the maximal convolution

operator associated with (gi)i^j. As a consequence of this it can be assumed that

I itself is a finite set, say I = {1,... ,k}. Also, since ßa ^> ß implies pQ/||pQ|| ^+

/i/||p|| and owing to (3), it will be enough to show that the restriction of the mapping

(1) to the set Ali = {ß £ At: \\ß\\ — 1} of all Borel probability measures on Rh is

lower semicontinuous.

To this aim let {ßn} be any sequence in Ali such that pn -^+ p £ Ali as n —> oo.

We will show that liminfn^oo c(ßn\ G*) > c(ß; G*).

We first notice that for every n £ N we have

G*ß(x) < G*ßn(x) + sup \gi * ß(x) - g¿ * ßn(x)\
iei

almost everywhere in Rh.

Now let 'y be any number satisfying q < c(ß\G*) and let A > 0 be fixed such

that

1 < (\/\\p\\)(m{G*ß > \}y/q = \(m{G*ß > X})1'".

According to the above remark, for every a, 0 < a < A, and every n £ N, we have

(4)     1<X(m{G'ß>X})1^

< X I m{G*ßn > X - a} + m lsury\gi * p - gi * ßn\ > a> )
1/9

- (   k V/9
<X(m{G*ßn > A-a})1/9 + AÍ ^m{|ffî */i - & * pn| >a}\

x -( k \1/Q

< =-—c(/x„;G*) + A I 2Jm{|ffc*M-ff« * ßn\ > a} \

Next let £ be any positive number and let <pii Rh —» R, i = 1,..., k, be uniformly

continuous, bounded functions in L1 such that \\gi - <Pi\\i < e, i = 1,..., k. Then,
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for every i = 1,... ,k, and every n £ N, by Chebyshev's inequality we have

m{\gi * ß - gi * ßn\ > a}

< m{\{9i - fi) * Ml > a/3} + m{\<pi * ß - fi * ßn\ > a/3}

+ ™{\(<pi - gi) * ßn\ > a/3}

< (3/a)||(0i-(p¿)*//||i + m{\ipi * ß - <pi * ßn\ > a/3}

+ (3/a)\\(ipi-gi)*ßn\\i

< (6/a)||g¿ -fiWi + m{\<pt * ß - <pt * ßn\ > a/3}

< 6e/a + m{\<pi * p - <pi * p„| > a/3}.

On the other hand, for every i — 1,..., fe, the family of functions {tj)iiX: x £ Rh},

given by il>i,x(y) = fi(x — y) for every y £ Rh and every x £ Rh, is equicontinuous

and uniformly bounded. Hence, by a well-known result due to R. Ranga Rao [5,

Theorem 3.1],

lim   sup    /    ibi,x(y)ßn(dy) - /    ipiiX(y)ß(dy) = 0,

i.e. (pi * ßn(x) —» <pi* ß(x) uniformly in Rh, and so {\<pi *ß-tpi*ßn\ > a/3} = 0

for n large enough. It follows that, for n large enough,

(5)
v* /i i   x\1/Q  (6k£Y/Q
2_im{\gi*ß-gi*ßn\> a}\      < I — I

After all that, by (4) and (5), we get

*y < lim inf
n—>oo

1/9

A-a
c(ßn;G*) + X ( ^m{|g, * ß - gi * ßn\ > a}

U=i

1/9

< =-lim inf c(ßn;G*) + X lim sup   Y^m{|g¿ * ß - gi * ßn\ > a} I
A-a  "-^oo n^oo    \~{ J

<=^\imm{c(ßn;G*) + x(—)      .
A-a «^°° V a /

Then, letting, in turn, e -* 0, a —> 0 and 7 —>• c(p;G*), we obtain the desired

inequality c(ß\ G*) < liminfn_oo c(pn; G*). This concludes the proof of the lemma.

We now give some easy consequences of our Theorem 1.

COROLLARY l. Let G* be the maximal convolution operator associated with a

countable collection (gi)i^i of kernels in L1. Assume that G* is of weak type (l,q)

over the set of all finite sums of Dirac deltas concentrated at different points of Rh.

then G* is of weak type (l,q) (over At).

PROOF. Let .V denote the set of all finite sums of Dirac deltas (concentrated at

different points). We will prove the corollary showing that M  = At.
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To begin with, consider any measure ß £ At of the form ß = k6Xo where k £ N

and 6Xo is the Dirac delta at xn. Then ß £ N~ because there exists a sequence {vn}

in M weakly convernging to ß (take vn to be the sum $Z¿=i £x¿,„> where x¿in —> xo,

as n —+ oo, for i — 1,... ,fe). In the same way any linear combination of Dirac deltas

with positive integer coefficients belongs to N~'. Since M~~ is a cone it is possible to

take any positive rational as a coefficient in the above mentioned combination and

it is well known that the set of these combinations is dense in At. The corollary

hence follows.

COROLLARY 2. Let G* be as in Corollary 1. Assume that G* is of weak type
(l,q) over the set of all measures having as density (with respect to rn) the charac-

teristic function of a set E, with m(E) < oo.  Then G* is of weak type (1, q).

PROOF. Let M denote the set of measures in the assumption of the corollary.

Then A/~ contains all finite sums of Dirac deltas concentrated at different points.

Hence, by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, the conclusion is obtained.

It is now clear that Corollaries 1 and 2 imply (and in fact slightly extend) de

Guzman's Theorem 4.1.1 in [3]. Also Moon's result [4] is covered by Corollary 2.

Finally, let us explicitly remark that, owing to Corollary 2, a maximal convolution

operator is of weak type (1, q) according to our definition if and only if it is in the

usual sense (i.e. over L1).

The following example shows that in Theorem 1 (and hence in the Lemma)

the role of the weak topology cannot be played by the "vague" topology (i.e. the

topology on At for which a net {ßa} converges to p if and only if

lim /    <p(x)ßa(dx) — /    <p(x)ß(dx)
a Jr» Jr*

for every continuous and compactly supported function <p: Rh —► R). For the sake

of brevity we will give the explicit calculations only in the case q = 1.

EXAMPLE. (A maximal convolution operator which is of weak type (1,1) over a

vaguely dense subset of M but not over At.)

Let h = 1 and let the kernels (&)ieN be defined by gi(x) = l/|x| if l/i < \x\ < i
and gi(x) = 0 otherwise. Then, using the monotone convergence theorem, it is easy

to see that the associated maximal operator G* is given by

G*ß(x) =      g(x- y)ß(dy),
Jr

for every ß € At, where g(x) = l/|x| if x ^ 0 and g(0) = 0. It follows that G* is

not of weak type (1,1) (take as p the measure whose density is the characteristic

function of a bounded interval; then c(ß;G*) = oo). Moreover, for any Dirac delta

6Xo, we have

m{G*6X0 >X} = 2/X

for every A > 0. Hence, for any linear combination of Dirac deltas p = Ylj=i ßj^xjt

we have

m{G*ß >X}< ¿m \g*6x, > Aj = «¿^ = ™M

for every A > 0, and so c(p; G*) < 2k < oo.
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Now, let {ßn} be a sequence whose terms are all measures of the form 5Z, = i ßj^xj

with ßi,...,ßk,xi,...,xk rationals, ßi,...,ßk > 0. The set of such measures is well

known to be (weakly and hence) vaguely dense in At. Then it is easily established

that, if {yn} is any sequence in R with \yn\ —> oo as n —> oo and {7«} is any

sequence of positive numbers, then also "V = {pn -1- r)n6yn '■ n £ N} is a vaguely

dense subset of At.

To conclude the example we show that the 7„'s can be chosen in such a way that

G* is of weak type (1,1) over M. Indeed, if we take 7„ > 2c(pn; G*)||pn||, n £ N,

then for every v = pn + fn6yn £ "V and every A > 0, we have

m{G*v>X}<m{G*ßn > ^\+mÍG*6yn > ^-\

2c(pn;G*)|]pw||  ,HL<^ln. 5 n   1,
- A +   A   -   A        A11 "'

i.e. c(v;G*) < 5.

Finally, we would like to give another application of our Lemma. We recall that

a maximal convolution operator G* is said to be of weak type (q, q), q > 1, if there

exists a constant c such that

(6) m{G*f >X}< (cWfW./X)*

for every A > 0 and / £ Lq (= Lq(Rh, m)), where || ||g is the usual Lq norm. In [2,

Theorem 2], Carrillo and de Guzman show that a sufficient condition for G* to be

of weak type (q, q) is

(7) m{G*v > X} < c\\f\\/Xq

for some c > 0, every A > 0 and every v — ̂ ¿=1 £r.¿> with x¿ ^ Xj if i ^ j. Also

they give an example to show that condition (7) fails to be necessary.

In this connection we have

THEOREM 2.   Let G* be the maximal convolution operator associated with (gi)iei,

a countable collection of kernels in L1. Assume that G* satisfies condition (7) for

some q > 1.  Then gi = 0 for every i £ /.

PROOF. Condition (7) is equivalent to

(8) [c(u;G*)]q<c\H1-'1

for every v = J2i=i ^t> wi*n xi ^ xj ^z ^ J> where c(v; G*) is defined by (2). For

k £ N, take vk — YL%=\ ^x¡ k> where ^l.fc, • ■ • ,xk,k are k distinct points in the ball

centered at the origin and with radius 1/fc. Then vkjk —> 6o- Now, by (8) and (3),

it follows that

c(uk/k;G*) = c(iyk;G*)<ck1-i

for every k £ N. Hence, by the Lemma, c(6q; G*) — 0 and the theorem follows.
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